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Introduction
The authors of the note [4] have posed an interesting question: how inaccurately can we solve the governing equations during the course of a prototypical (topology) optimization algorithm without compromising its accuracy or convergence? The question itself implies the utilization of an approximate, typically iterative, solver for solving the state equations, which may be interrupted when we are satisfied with the achieved accuracy. As a result, the question can be rephrased in terms of finding an adequate stopping criterion for the state and adjoint equations solver.
In applied mathematics, and in particular numerical analysis, the question of inexactness is a fundamental one. A seminal paper [14] addresses this issue in the framework of Newton's methods and quantifies the accuracy with which the Newton's system has to be solved at each iteration without sacrificing fast (superlinear or quadratic) convergence of the method. This is achieved by an intuitively understandable strategy, which allows the accuracy to be rather lax far away from the solution, and increases it progressively as the method approaches the solution. This fundamental result provides computable stopping criteria to a variety of Newton-Krylov methods, where a Krylov solver (such as CG, GMRES, see [28, Chapter 6] for more details) is utilized for solving the linearized equations at each Newton iteration. In the context of PDE-constrained optimization this ultimately gives rise to efficient algorithms proudly bearing the names of Lagrange (for PDE constraint handling), Newton (for solving the optimality conditions), Krylov (for solving the linearized Newton subproblems) and Schur (for preconditioning the Krylov algorithm), see for example [8, 9, 26] . These algorithms simultaneously update all the unknowns involved in the problem: design or control variables, state variables, and adjoint state/Lagrange multipliers for the PDE constraint.
For topology optimization, algorithms working exclusively in the design space of the problem while exactly or approximately maintaining the corresponding state and adjoint state remain exceedingly popular. Algorithms of this class, commonly referred to as the nested approach to topology optimization, treat solutions to the state and adjoint PDEs as implicit functions of the design variables, see [7] and references therein for more details. In this context the question of inexactness has also received its share of attention, as for large scale problems the process of repeatedly solving state and adjoint equations to compute objective function values and gradients by far dominates the computational effort.
1 Therefore, in order to reduce this effort, one can either (i) focus on increasing the efficiency of the linear solvers, or (ii) solve the state and adjoint systems less accurately.
In this work we will focus on the approach (ii), as several researchers did before us. For example, in a recent study Kočvara et al. [19] utilized inexact solutions of the linear algebraic systems arising in the application of interior point methods to topology optimization problems, naturally building on the recommendations outlined in [14] . The idea of inexact solving of the governing and adjoint equations has also been investigated in [3] [4] [5] , where heuristic early termination criteria for a Krylov subspace solver for solving the state and adjoint equations have been proposed and studied. The authors of these works clearly demonstrate that seemingly very rough approximate solutions obtained after very few iterations of a Krylov solver are often sufficient for successfully solving topology optimization problems. In fact, it is sometimes sufficient to use only a small fixed number of Krylov solver iterations, provided that one uses an approximate solution obtained at the previous optimization iterations as a starting guess for the Krylov solver. One may argue that as subsequent linear systems become progressively closer to each other as (or indeed, if) the optimization process converges, the accuracy of objective function and gradient evaluations will also progressively increase as we get closer to an optimum, as even a fixed number of Krylov iterations will in such a case "add up" over a range of optimization iterations. This is also a line of reasoning, which is compatible with that in [14] .
Notice that the previously mentioned studies take the discretized optimization problem as their sole object of interest, and focus on reducing the computational effort needed to solve these finite-dimensional problems. Arguably, we solve the discretized problem not because this is the problem we want to solve, but because this is the problem we can solve on a computer, while hoping that the resulting solution approximates an optimal solution to the original infinite-dimensional PDEconstrained optimization problem. Therefore, owing to the inherent presence of the discretization error in the problem we are solving, it does not make sense to solve it more accurately than what is warranted by the discretization error estimates. Such a line of thinking is a de-facto standard in the numerical analysis community, even though the inclusion of rigorous discretization error estimates into the computational algorithms is often a highly non-trivial task. For example in [6] (see also references therein), termination of a preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iteration for solving linear systems resulting from a finite element discretization of an elliptic PDE is related to certain a priori and a posteriori discretization error estimates. An easily computable stopping criterion for the PCG algorithm is proposed based on quantities which are already computed during the PCG iteration. Our approach is close to that in [6] in the sense that we try to relate the termination of the solution algorithm for the discretized problem to the discretization error estimates. Namely, we utilize certain classical a posteriori finite element method (FEM) error estimates 2 in order to quantify the convergence of the PCG iteration at a given discretization level thereby gaining insight into the phenomenon outlined in the previous paragraph and attempting to give a more quantitative answer to the question posed in [4] . To this end we use the same iterative method as in [4] , and monitor the PDE residual estimate as the Krylov solver progresses. We observe that already after a few iterations the residual estimate is dominated by the discretization error. On the one hand, this finding is not unexpected given the fact that the finite element discretization of the PDEs with discontinuous coefficients may approximate the solution to the said PDE rather poorly, see for example [23] . On the other hand this effect might be the reason for the successful performance of the early termination strategies utilized in for example [4] : indeed, from the PDE-constrained optimization perspective, these approximate solutions are as good as what can be achieved at a given discretization level.
With the primary objective of gaining insight into the premature termination of iterative linear solvers in the topology optimization framework and not constructing an efficient computational algorithm, we have utilized a posteriori error estimates, whose evaluation by far dominates the computational effort of a standard PCG iteration. Namely, in addition to performing a matrix-vector multiplication, a few vector-vector computations, and a preconditioning operation, an a posteriori FEM error analysis has to be carried out, which is in stark contrast to the method employed in [6] . With this disclaimer, we believe that the present study provides an interesting perspective into why previously utilized heuristic early termination criteria for iterative linear solvers within topology optimization may have been successful. Furthermore, this line of thinking clearly demonstrates potential for resulting in efficient numerical methods when combined with computationally inexpensive ways of connecting the PCG iteration with discretization error estimates, either through the ideas described in [6] or by utilizing alternative FEM discretizations naturally equipped with a posteriori estimates [10, 12, 18] .
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 and 3 we briefly introduce the problem formulation and the computational framework. In Section 4 and 5 we describe the residual estimate used in this work and investigate its behaviour during the course of a Krylov subspace solver. In Section 6 the proposed method is applied to some classical 2D and 3D benchmark examples from linear elasticity. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the results in Section 7.
Problem formulation
For the purpose of keeping our discussion close to that in [4] we mostly follow the setup used in the cited work, with some trivial changes related to the implementation choices (for example, we consider simplicial grids instead of those composed of quadrilaterals/hexahedrons). Therefore we consider topology optimization problems in linear elasticity, namely that of minimizing the compliance of elastic bodies, and that of designing compliant mechanisms. We use the density based approach and the SIMP interpolation scheme, for details see [7] . The material distribution is updated on the basis of optimality criteria (OC) fixed point iteration. We use PDE-based density filtering for regularizing this problem, see [20] .
Let us now fix the notation. We consider a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R d , d ∈ {2, 3}, with Lipschitz boundary Γ = ∂Ω. Given a positive number r > 0 the filtering (compact, linear) operator 
where we identify the solution ∈ H 1 (Ω) with a function in L 2 (Ω) through the (compact) embedding
To describe the mechanical system we introduce a (Hilbert) space where its displacements will be sought,
which is the restriction of the standard Sobolev space H 1 (Ω; R d ) to only those functions satisfying the prescribed homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the fact which we denote by γ D (v) = 0. The principle of virtual work (weak formulation of the linearized elasticity equations) will be stated with the help of a -parametrized symmetric, bounded and coercive bilinear form a : V × V → R and a bounded linear functional ∈ V 3 :
where (u) = [∇u + (∇u) T ]/2 is the linearized strain tensor, and f ∈ L 2 (Ω, R d ) and t ∈ L 2 (Γ, R d ) are the volumetric and traction forces, 4 respectively. The fourth order positive definite tensor c 0 with the usual symmetries encapsulates the linear stress-strain relationship for the "stiff" material (stiffness tensor, Hooke's law), and the number p > 1 is the penalization constant in the SIMP material law (in all our experiments p = 3 is used).
The principle of virtual work in this notation can be written rather succinctly as a linear equation
where the bounded linear operator
. LaxMilgram theorem together with Korn's inequality guarantees the existence of a bounded inverse operator K −1 : V → V provided that the Dirichlet boundary conditions defining V do not permit any rigid body modes.
Finally the topology optimization problem we will be interested in solving can be stated as
where i ∈ V , ρ min ∈ (0, 1), and V 0 > ρ min |Ω| are given. The minimum compliance example is obtained by setting i = , while the force inverter mechanism example is obtained by putting
In the last equation, Γ out is the part of the boundary where the j th displacement is to be either minimized or maximized (depending on the sign ±). Thus e j is the j th canonical basis vector in
, and χ Γout is the characteristic function of the set Γ out . The gradient of J with respect to ρ is classically computed as
where
F r ρ i are the solutions to the state and adjoint problems. This gradient is then utilized in the OC update scheme in this work, but of course could also be used in the context of any other non-linear constrained optimization algorithm. For the sake of completeness we state the OC update scheme for minimizing compliance. Given a material distribution ρ k we first compute
by (approximately) solving the elasticity equations, and then the corresponding gradient ∇ ρ J k from (5). The new material distribution is defined by
is the projection operator (in this case, point-wise, owing to the simple bound structure of the set) onto the closed, convex, and non-empty set
γ > 0 and ξ ∈ (0, 1) are trustregion like and damping parameters, respectively. Finally, λ k+1 is computed by finding the root of the equation Ω ρ k+1 (x) dx = V 0 using, for example, the bisection algorithm. For more details see [7] .
Problem discretization
In short, we use standard finite element discretizations of all PDEs involved in the problem, that is, (1)- (3) and the adjoint of the latter. Implementations are done using the high-level finite element library FEniCS [21] . Notationally, we will distinguish the discretized quantities from their continuous counterparts by adding the index h, where h > 0 is some characteristic size of the elements in our mesh. In particular, the finite dimensional piece-wise polynomial space for approximating displacements will be denoted by V h ⊂ V . We then
In this notation the main question posed in the introduction section is when to stop an iterative solver used to approximately solve the state and adjoint systems K ,h u h ≈ h and K ,h u a h ≈ i h . For solving these systems we utilize the preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG), preconditioned in exactly the same fashion as done in [4] to make the direct comparison possible.
Residuals and their evaluation
At every optimization iteration, given some current material distribution ρ h and its smoothed version h = F h, r ρ h we need to approximately solve the discretized elasticity equations K h ,h u h ≈ h and K h ,h u a h ≈ i h in order to evaluate the objective function value and its gradient, see (4) and (5).
5 As in [3] [4] [5] the approximate solutions u h , u a h will be found by prematurely terminating an iterative linear solver, which, unless specified otherwise, is CG preconditioned with the stiffness matrix [28, Chapter 9] corresponding to a solid design (i.e., ρ ≡ 1), exactly as done in [4] . Nevertheless the discussion that follows is independent from the choice of a specific preconditioner. We also focus our discussion on approximately solving the state equations K h ,h u h ≈ h but provide the numerical illustrations for both the state and adjoint equations. One of the main objects in this discussion is the residual of (3), which for a given approximation u h is defined by r h ,u h = −K h u h . We will aim at estimating this residual with the objective of keeping the discretization error
When applied to our discretized elasticity system in exact arithmetics, PCG will finitely terminate with the solution u h,exact = K
−1
h ,h h . Even this ideal solution to the discretized system, however, does not usually solve the "continuous" elasticity equations corresponding to the material distribution h , i.e., r h ,u h,exact = 0. Indeed, we can only hope that the residual r h ,u h,exact converges to zero as we keep refining the mesh. Therefore, according to conventional wisdom there is no reason to "oversolve" the discretized equations, and one should stop when the error (or residual) is dominated by the terms related to the discretization errors, which cannot be eliminated by solving the discretized system more accurately.
Given some material distribution h and approximate solution to the discretized elasticity equations u h ∈ V h the residual r h ,u h , being a linear bounded functional over V , is somewhat difficult to measure and work with. Indeed, by definition
There are however many ways of estimating this quantity, see for example [15, Chapter 10] . For the purpose of getting insight about the behaviour of the residuals both over the course of the topology optimization iterations and over the course of each application of PCG we utilize the following, arguably computationally expensive, approach, while noting that other alternatives are possible [15, Chapter 10] . Let r ∈ V be an arbitrary functional. Riesz representation theorem provides us with a constructive approach for computing r V . Namely, first we compute a function e ∈ V by solving the variational problem
where ·, · V denotes the inner product in V . We then use the fact that r V = e V . Note that the latter norm is simply a positive Sobolev norm, thus its computation amounts to integration. Of course numerically we need to discretize the problem (7), for example using FEM. It is tempting to use V h in place of V in (7), but then the right hand side of the problem is identically 0 (Galerkin orthogonality condition) for r h ,u h,exact , and we will not learn anything beyond what the original discretization of the elasticity problem has provided us with. In other words, we need to work with a richer space than V h when discretizing (7), in order to capture some of the discretization error. Here we use uniform h-refinement to compute such a space, using the standard simplicial mesh refinement algorithm implemented in FENICS [25] . The piece-wise polynomial space of the same order as V h obtained after one iteration of uniform refinement will be denoted by V h 2 . 6 The solution to (7) with V h 2 instead of V will be denoted by e h 2 ∈ V h 2 and the resulting norm will be denoted by
6 In the numerical experiments we also try to refine the mesh twice, that is to use V h 4 in place of V h
2
. The results that we obtain are essentially the same, see Fig. 1 and 3 .
Note that (7) is not a very difficult problem to solve: it corresponds to an elliptic PDE with constant coefficients and is easily solvable by algebraic multigrid (on unstructured grids) or even fast spectral methods (on structured grids). Additionally, only the right-hand side of this problem changes with h and u h . Nevertheless, it is of course computationally burdensome to solve this problem at every PCG iteration, as we plan to do next.
Behaviour of a posteriori residual estimates
In view of the previous discussion it would be reasonable to stop PCG iterations when no further improvement of the residual −K h u
h ∈ V h is the approximation to the solution of the discretized elasticity equations at i-th iteration of PCG algorithm. When this happens we conclude that the residual is dominated by discretization error and therefore it is time to stop the PCG algorithm. To this end we monitor the relative norm of the residual
during the iterations of the PCG algorithm, and stop when the relative change in η i is smaller than some prescribed tolerance ε η , that is when
The behaviour of the a posteriori residual estimate during the course of typical PCG iterations is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Here we plot η i as a function of the PCG iteration number i for the elasticity system arising when solving the example described in Subsection 6.1. We consider two linear systems appearing at optimization iterations 3 and 35, as well as two possible initializations of PCG, namely starting either from the zero vector or from the "exact" solution u k−1 to the linear system appearing at the previous optimization iteration, which we compute using a direct solver. It is seen that when starting from the zero vector the relative dual norm η is dominated by the discretization error after only 10 or 15 PCG iterations. In practice the solution from the previous optimization step u k−1 is often used as a starting guess, since the linear systems corresponding to two consecutive optimization cycles are nearly identical when changes in the design are small. When using such a starting guess we see that for iteration 3 the residual is now dominated by discretization error after fewer that 10 PCG iterations. When considering the optimization iteration 35, which corresponds to the case where design changes are small, it is seen that the residual is already dominated by the discretization error from iteration 1. This means that, with respect to the measure of accuracy that we utilize, the solution from iteration 34 is a good enough approximate solution to the discretized elasticity equations at Relative dual norm Fig. 1 The relative dual norm of the residual for two different designs. The legend indicates the starting guess used, and the error estimator considered. The error estimates differ in the number of times the mesh is refined, when approximating the dual norm. Top: Using the design from optimization iteration 3; bottom: Using the design from optimization iteration 35; see Subsection 6.1 for details of the example. iteration 35, which cannot be improved upon without refining the grid or enhancing the discretization in some other fashion.
We would like to point out that the stopping criterion we utilize can be trivially satisfied if the PCG method stagnates and fails to make any significant progress towards the solution of the discretized system from one iteration to the next. As a consequence of this, whereas we do not rely on the utilization of any specific preconditioner, it should be of reasonable quality to prevent such situations from happening. (One could of course also tighten the tolerance in the stopping criterion, or measure the progress over the course of more than one iteration -but this would only deal with the symptoms and not the issue.)
Another issue worth mentioning here is the relation between the residual, measured as − K u V , and the corresponding displacement error u − K −1 V . Whereas the two are equivalent (as a result of symmetry, coercivity, and continuity of the bilinear form a (·, ·)) with equivalence constants involving the norms of K and its inverse, see [11, Section 2.3] , in practice small residual is not a guarantee of the small error. Indeed, the latter estimate involves the terms inversely proportional to ρ p min , see (4) . Since this constant is extremely small in our case (value of 10 −9 is commonly used), the boundedness of the error with respect to the residual is effectively lost. However, spatially, this breakdown happens primarily in the regions where we are not interested in solving the elasticity equations in the first place, that is, the regions occupied by "the approximate void" ersatz material. Furthermore, contributions to the objective function and the gradient (5) from these areas are relatively small (they are scaled with p or p−1 ), and therefore even large errors in these areas are likely to be acceptable from the optimization algorithm's perspective.
Finally, one can of course utilize different equivalent norms on V , which in turn induce norms on V through (6). One natural example, which we have tried, is the energy norm v 2 E, = a (v, v), which is the error norm minimized by the non-preconditioned version of CG for every linear system, or by the Galerkin method at every discretization level. On the one hand, utilizing this norm directly results in systems (7), which are refined versions of the elasticity system we try to solve, vary from one topology optimization to another, and clearly are no longer associated with a system of PDEs with constant coefficients. With this norm, we have seen no clear improvement or deterioration in the obtained results or behaviour of the method, but the system (7) becomes completely impractical to solve. On the other hand, we have the Galerkin orthogonality
, and the identity
Therefore, convergence of the first two terms in the last equality can be utilized as a computationally "free" indicator of convergence of the linear solver with respect to the energy norm instead of η. However, unlike the actual residual or error estimate, the limiting value of a h (u h , u h ) − 2 h (u h ) varies with the exact solution of the linear system K −1 h, h h and does not go to 0 when h → 0. Therefore selecting the tolerance for this convergence indicator, which should work independently from the optimization iteration and mesh discretization is a non-trivial task. Our final comment here is that a very similar criterion based on the value of a h (u h , u h ) − h (u h ), which is precisely the residual applied to u h , is proposed by Amir et al. in [5] . This term will go to 0 as the iterative solver converges, and it does so faster than the residual, thus making it a suitable candidate for terminating the solver prematurely [5] .
Numerical examples
In this section we solve a few benchmark optimization problems while utilizing the PCG stopping criterion described in the previous section. In all numerical experiments we utilize "warm start" of the PCG iteration, that is we initialize it with the approximate solution obtained at the previous optimization iteration. For 3D numerical experiments we visualize designs by extracting the isosurface and rendering it in Paraview [1] .
Example 1: 2D cantilever
We consider the problem which is sketched in the top of Fig. 2 . We utilize a small grid with 180 × 60 rectangular elements, a filter radius of r = 0.03 and set the volume fraction V 0 = 0.5. The objective is to minimize the compliance and in this case the problem is self-adjoint, hence we have i = . We consider the proposed stopping criterion with tolerance ε η = 10 −4 . In Fig. 3 we show the number of PCG iterations necessary to meet the proposed stopping criterion during the optimization process. For comparison, we also plot the number of iterations necessary to meet a "standard" criterion Proposed number of iterations by Amir et al. [3] With proposed stopping criterion With stopping criterion, refining mesh twice Heuristic stopping criterion by Amir et al. [4] on the residual vector 7 r 2 < 10 −6 , with this preconditioner, as well as the (iteration-independent) quantity min{n x , n y } 8 for a regular n x × n y grid discretizing the problem. Finally we also show the number of iterations necessary to reach yet another heuristic stopping criterion in [5] , which is given by a (u
h ) ≤ τ , and we put τ = 10 −4 . From this plot we can conclude that qualitatively the number of PCG iterations based on the heuristic idea in [5] correlates very well with what we compute based on the a posteriori residual esti- 7 Here and elsewhere we use the notation r = [r h ,u h (φ 1 ), . . . , r h ,u h (φ N h )] ∈ R N h for the algebraic representation of the residual r h ,u h ∈ V h with respect to the basis φ 1 , . . . , φ N h of V h during PCG iterations. 8 In the presented case min{n x , n y } = 60. This quantity is a heuristic number of iterations proposed by Amir et al. in [4] based on numerical experiments with early termination of a PCG solver. mates. In this plot we also see the "adaptive" behaviour of the methods: the number of PCG iterations decreases as the optimization algorithm progresses and eventually starts making smaller and smaller alterations to the material distribution. The average number of PCG iterations used with the proposed stopping criterion is only 6.5 for this example and this discretization. Despite the small number of iterations and rather approximate solutions, the approximate approach compares very well to using a direct solver, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . For practical purposes the behaviour of the two methods can be deemed identical. Indeed, with respect to the a posteriori estimate ||| − K h u
utilizing a direct solver gives no visible improvement when compared to the very approximate solutions from the early termination of PCG, see Fig. 5 .
As a convergence criterion for the optimality criterion iterations we use the inequality
and in this work we take OC = 10 −3 . The number of OC iterations necessary to meet this criterion is very similar when using "exact" and inexact solutions of the state and adjoint equations, as can be seen from Table 1. This indicates that the inexact solutions do not compromise the quality of the OC iterations at this accuracy level.
The performance of the proposed method has also been studied on a sequence of refined grids, see Fig. 6 . Generally speaking, we observe qualitatively similar behaviour, where the discretization error dominates after a few iterations of the optimization algorithm. As expected, the estimated residual decreases with mesh refinement, see Fig. 6 . More importantly, the average number of required PCG iterations depends rather weakly on the mesh size, see Table 2 .
As mentioned earlier the estimation of the dual norm of the residual is computationally burdensome, so the significant reduction in the number of PCG iterations does not translate to a significant reduction in the computational time. Running on a 64 bit HP EliteBook 840 G4 with and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U CPU, with clock rate of 2.70 GHz and with a 360 × 120 for designs from optimization iteration 3; 2D cantilever example on a sequence of refined grids. The design from optimization iteration 2 is used as starting guess for the PCG solver. Table 2 The average number of PCG iterations over the course of the optimization run; 2D cantilever example on a sequence of refined grids.
Mesh size Average no. PCG iterations 180 × 60 6.5 360 × 120 7.2 720 × 240 8.6 grid the average time spent per PCG iteration was 0.47 sec with the proposed stopping criterion, and 0.028 sec for a standard PCG iteration. Even with such an increase, owing to the reduction in the number of iterations the average time per each application of the linear solver still reduces from 13.0 sec for the "standard" PCG stopping criterion r 2 < 10 −6 to 4.5 sec for the proposed early termination criterion. We emphasize yet again that we do not claim that the proposed algorithm is (more) efficient, as we could change the relationship between these timings almost arbitrarily by changing the accuracy, preconditioning strategy, or computer architecture. Indeed, the times were measured when using an LU (pre-)factorization of the stiffness matrix for the system (7) which we solve to estimate the dual norm of the residual, which is not feasible for large scale problems. Also, for this example and grid size when using a direct solver in FEniCS the average time spent per each application of the linear solver is only 0.85 sec, which is several times faster than either of the iterative methods.
As a final experiment we have attempted to utilize the (preconditioned) minimum residual method (MIN-RES) instead of PCG [22] . Both methods are Krylov subspace algorithms for symmetric matrices based on Lanczos iterations, and as such have similar complexities, when the matrix-vector product and preconditioning dominate the rest of the computations. Unlike PCG, in its unpreconditioned version MINRES minimizes the residual of the equation over the current Krylov subspace, and as such is applicable to indefinite and even singular systems. Since we terminate the computations based on the value of the residual, one may expect that even fewer iterations will be required to reach the desired accuracy than in the case of PCG. Furthermore, previous studies have indicated that even for positive definite systems MINRES might be preferable to PCG if the algorithm is terminated early [13] . For the present problem we have observed that when utilizing MINRES together with the proposed stopping criterion, the resulting performance of the optimization algorithm is very similar to the performance when PCG is used. For example, on 180 × 60 grid, the average number of MIN-RES iterations is 6.74 compared to 6.49 when using PCG.
Example 2: 2D force inverter
In this example the force inverting compliant mechanism from [30] is considered. This problem has been a benchmark in topology optimization since [29] . The setup is to maximize the transferred work from the input actuator to the output spring. The example is sketched in Fig. 2 . We utilize a structured grid of size 160 × 80, a filter radius of r = 0.03 and the volume fraction is set to V 0 = 0.3. The spring constants are set to k in = 1 and k out = 0.001 as in [30] . This problem is not self-adjoint so at each optimization iteration we have to solve both the state and adjoint systems. For the illustrative purpose, we will treat the solution of the two linear systems independently from each other. That is we apply PCG with the proposed stopping criterion to approximate the solution to each system. In practice one would use a block-CG method [17] , where one solves This example is especially interesting considering how poorly the adjoint equations are solved at this discretization level: indeed the estimated relative dual norm of the residual is of the order of 50%!
Example 3: 3D cantilever
To test the method on larger scale problems we will consider two 3D examples. The first one is a 3D cantilever beam with a sine-shaped load, an example which is also considered in [3] . The beam is fixed at one end and a sine-shaped load is applied at the other end. We consider a 30 × 30 × 60 grid, a filter radius of r = 0.02 and a volume fraction of V 0 = 0.12. We consider the design after 50 iterations of the optimality criteria algorithm. With accurate analysis the compliance for the obtained design is J(ρ) = 4.144 · 10 −3 . When we only approximate the analysis equations with the proposed Fig. 8 The obtained design for the 3D cantilever with a sineshaped load, using the approximate approach based on the proposed stopping criterion for PCG.
stopping criterion, again with ε η = 10 −4 , the compliance of the obtained design is J(ρ) = 4.145 · 10 −3 . The relative difference is here only 3.2 · 10 −4 . The average number of PCG iterations taken over the course of optimization iterations is 15.0, while the average number of PCG iterations necessary to meet the "accurate" criterion r 2 < 10 −6 is 156.7. The design obtained when using the approximate approach is shown in Fig. 8 .
Example 4: 3D force inverter
The final example is that of a 3D force inverting compliant mechanism, similar to the example considered in [3] . The displacements are fixed to zero in the corners at one end, and as in Example 2, the 2D force inverter, the goal is to transfer work from the input actuator to the output spring. The spring constants used here are k in = 0.1 and k out = 0.0001. The point load boundary conditions are approximated by a smooth mollifier with small support. We consider only a quarter of the design domain owing to the symmetry. The grid size is 20 × 20 × 40 with a filter radius of r = 0.02.
The volume fraction is V 0 = 0.1 and we consider the design after 150 iterations of the optimality criterion method. The objective function during the optimization is shown in Figure 10 . When using a PCG solver from FEniCS preconditioned with AMG and with relative tolerance 10 −6 , the objective value, after 150 iterations is J(ρ) = −8.098. When using the approximate approach presented here, the objective value after 150 iterations is J(ρ) = −7.694. The relative difference of the objective values is in this case approximately 5% and the performance of the two methods is quite similar, despite the very coarse discretization. The average number of PCG iterations for the approximate approach in this case is 20.5 and 21.7 for the state and adjoint system respectively. The final design obtained when using the approximate approach is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 The obtained design for the 3D force inverter, using the approximate approach based on the proposed stopping criterion for PCG. 
Discussion and conclusions
We have revisited the issue of inexact solution of state and adjoint equations during the topology optimization process. To this end we have derived quantitative conditions for early termination of the iterative solver, preconditioned conjugate gradient in the present case. The proposed stopping criterion is based on a posteriori FEM estimates, which is a rich research field in its own right.
We have demonstrated the performance of the proposed approximate approach on a few benchmark examples from 2D and 3D linear elasticity. Our main observation is that with inexact solutions of the state and adjoint equations, the optimization algorithms behave similarly to what one would expect from "exact" solutions using, for example, direct solvers. The number of iterations has been significantly reduced even when compared to some previous heuristic recommendations for inexact solutions obtained by early termination of iterative methods, e.g. see [4] .
The residual estimation method utilized in this work requires finding the solution to the linear system (7) , that is inverting the Riesz map for an h-refined space, at each PCG iteration. This requires solving a linear elliptic PDE with constant coefficients, where only the right hand side of the equation changes from one iteration to another. In principle, memory permitting, one can prefactorize the matrix resulting from this system before starting the optimization process, or at least prebuild a high quality preconditioner for this problem (for example AMG, see for instance [31] ). However, this system is still large -larger than the elasticity system we are solving owing to the mesh refinement, which places a significant computational burden on the residual estimation alone. Owing to this additional computational burden we readily acknowledge that it is impractical to utilize the approach presented here as is. Nevertheless we believe that it provides valuable insight into why approximate approaches yield accurate results. Additionally, it provides quantitative guidelines for premature termination of PCG solvers which are based on rigorous residual estimates and not heuristic empirical statements. Furthermore, when combined with an efficient method for measuring the residual, our experiments show that a lot of computational effort can be saved by solving the discrete problem just accurately enough.
A posteriori error estimation in FEM is a classical topic, which is well studied with many different estimators existing; see for example [2] or [15, Chapter 10] . Most of a posteriori estimators do not require solving large additional systems. We have for example evaluated utilizing the error estimator from [32] . While using this error estimator instead of the one described in Section 4 for stopping PCG prematurely, we obtained results similar to those presented in this paper. However, when considering the behaviour of the estimate during the PCG iterations, see e.g. Fig. 1 , we have not observed the same monotonic behaviour. As a result it is difficult to motivate such an error estimator for our purposes. In our opinion it would be interesting to investigate computationally viable alternative a posteriori error estimators, which can be used instead of the one we have utilized.
Finally, we would like to mention that certain FEM discretizations naturally come equipped with a posteriori estimates. This is notably true for least-squares FEM, such as for example discontinuous PetrovGalerkin methods, see for example [10, 12, 18] , which is presently a very active research area. Indeed, in these discretizations the residual estimate is computed locally as a by-product, and such methods would therefore be good candidates for exploiting an approximate approach as the one presented here.
